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Since last time, we’ve launched the new website. There haven’t been any serious hiccups. A 

major concern post-upgrade was search engines, but most Google searches I’ve tried are 

returning our new page, and other search engines are catching on- so it seems like we did that 

right. We’ve also logged which sites link to us the most, and I’ve tried contacting them to update 

their links but they haven’t responded.  We’ll probably have to let the old address expire and 

then (hopefully) they’ll be obligated to update their dead links.  

Danielle and Cheryl have been trained in how to manage the site. Cheryl has already 

expanded the youth sections (it turned out really well). I’ll still be doing most of the day 

to day managing of the website, but content generation is where I’ll need the most help. 

StoryCorps recently expanded their StoryCorps archive, this is their open platform that anyone 

can submit to (which is what we’ll have to use since they never officially accepted our bid). I 

want to copy all of our interviews over and rework the current Interview portal to include links. I 

also wanted to talk to Marvin about possibly organizing/categorizing the interviews, the way we 

currently list them lacks context and makes browsing more difficult. Once finished all of our 

interviews will be dual-hosted with StoryCorps and Soundcloud.  

Tech support hours bring in around 5 people every Tuesday.  Wednesday usually brings in no 

patrons. More than a few patrons appreciated having an available late session, but none have 

taken advantage of it. 

The iOS class also landed flat, only one person came and they didn’t even have a device, they 

were just looking to see if they should get one. My thinking is that not enough people take 

advantage of my tech support hours to justify more focused lessons that would apply to less 

people. I’m not sure how we can raise awareness for my tech support hours. 

There was an exploit of adobe flash that prompted adobe to push an emergency patch. Our 

computers shouldn’t automatically update, but it seems like they did because many of our 

machines then developed corrupted adobe installations, which I think is due to the patch. On 

Tuesday (11/14) I’ll try to restore them again.  If the problem persists we will have to contact 

RCLS. 

The network issue between us and RCLS was finally recorded, and sent to them. It seems like 

they’ve addressed it, but since this is a reoccurring issue we will have to keep an eye out. 
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